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Beachwalk Traffic and Public Safety

0 "The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)Policy

on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets and Guide for the Planning, Design and
Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, indicates that there is little need for sidewalks along very

low speed lightly travelled facilities where travel demand is less than 400 ADT.”7
"No single segment of the drive aisle network will be carrying more than 400 average daily

vehicle trips (ADT)and with the curved horizontal geometry of these drive aisles
anticipated speeds will be well below 25 miles per hour/'8

With regard to moving BeachWa|k’s main entrance from Rt. 1 to Terrace Road:

(4) The developer fails to acknowledge the increased risk of accidents due to forcing all
southbound vehicles on Rt. 1 to engage in highly dangerous U-turns (at Robinson Drive) into

northbound lanes.

The Evidence Contradictine the Developer's Assertions

The above and other generalizations by the developer notwithstanding, the facts are otherwise, as we

demonstrate below.

(1) With regard to the amount oftrafficthat will be generated by the Beachwalk development,

the developer's estimates of ”site trips generated,” as represented on the Site Plan, suggest that

trafficwill be light - only 406 trips/day on a weekday (203 trips in, 203 trips out).

To determine "Site Trips Generated," the developer uses a well-known and generally used
methodology recommended by the 2,000 page lTETrip Generation Manual 9”‘Edition. To determine
the best estimate of trips generated by any proposed development (whether it's a bowling alley, an

athletic club, a housing development or any other land use), the developer must make a number of
choices about inputs to the equation. Using appropriate input metrics is critical to achieving reliable,
accurate, and meaningful output. The ITEmodel is a mathematical formula (i.e., an equation); it yields
a result that must be interpreted by knowledgeable people and must pass a "smell test." Whether
deliberate or unintentional, using the wrong inputs will yield unreliable output. The phrase "garbage

in, garbage out" applies to the potential for any model--including the ITEmodel--to generate flawed
results.

First, the developer must choose a by name and code. In the case of BeachWa|k, the
developer used three different land uses: (1) single-family detached housing (code 210) in reference to

the 58—detacheddwellings; (2) residential condominium/townhouse(code 230) in reference to the five
townhomes; and (3) specialty retail center (code 826) presumably in reference to the property owned

7 August 12, 2016 letter from Mark Davidson of Pennoni Associates, the developer's land planners, to David Mellen,
Chairperson, City of Rehoboth Beach Planning Commission, pg. 14
8 |d., pg. 3
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by Maryland Enterprises9that is currently vacant and was most recently leased by The Pottery Place.1°

Another possibility is that the developer incorrectly used the specialty retail center land use for the

commercial lot on which the community building and pool sit. If this is the case, even a lay person can

see that a community building/pool complex designed for use by residents and guests of BeachWalk is

not a specialty retail center. Either the wrong land use was selected or an additional (fourth) land use

for a community building/pool complex should have been added.

For the purpose of this paper, we willfocusexclusively on the primary land use, that is, "single-family

detached housing” for the 58-detached Beachwalk dwellings, because it is the largest section of the

development and because its main access point is from Terrace Road where most traffic will enter and
exit.

Second, the developer must specify both the . For single-family

detached houses, the is always "Average Vehicle Trip Ends.” 11 On the other hand,
the developer can choose among several , such as number of dwelling units,

number of persons, number of vehicles, or acreage for the land use. For BeachWa|k, the developer

chose to use ”number of dwelling units” (58).

Third, the developer must specify a , such as a weekday or a weekend, or A.M. peak or P.M.

peak. For BeachWalk, the developer used ”weekday.”

The equation that determines Average Vehicle Trip Ends is different for every land use and time period

combination. The developer used three differentland use/timeperiod combinations.

1. Single-family detached housing on weekdays

The equation“ used to estimate Average DailyTrips (ADT)is wrong in a number of ways. See Exhibit1

for the details about the logarithmic equations used to estimate ADTs.

First, the math is simply wrong. The correct answer to the equation is 639 trips/weekday, not 406

trips/weekday. This error is critical because the lower number provided by the erroneous calculation
provides a lower estimate of vehicle trips--and thus less traffic, less impact on the surrounding

subdivisions, and fewer safety issues. It also fallsunder the number ofvehicle trips (500) determined by

the State that would trigger a required DelDOTTrafficImpact Study (TIS).

Regardless, a TIS is required per section 2.2.2.1 of the Development Coordination Manual because the

development would likely result in generating more than 50 vehicle trip ends per hour on

9 Keith Monigle, the Beachwalk developer, has a business interest in Maryland Enterprises. Since the Maryland Enterprises

lot is not part of the Beachwalk project, it's unclear why traffic generated by its "specialty retail center” would be included
in these calculations. The Planning Commission should ask for clarification of this issue.
1° The BeachWa|k site plan shows no access to this parcel (owned by Maryland Enterprises) from the traffic signal on Rt. 1;

however, a "future connection" is shown as an apparent option (perhaps to build more townhouses in a mirror—|ike fashion

to those on the north side of the Rt. 1 entrance to BeachWa|k).
11 Kimberley Mastako, Faculty, College of Engineering, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, "ITETrip

Generation” Winter 2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSkHGTb1HNE
12 The equation can be found on the Beachwalk site plan under SITESTRIPS GENERATEDand in Exhibit 1 at the end of this

paper
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along very low speed lightly travelled facilitieswhere travel demand is less than 400

ADT."
"No single segment of the drive aisle network will be carrying more than 400 average

daily vehicle trips (ADT)and with the curved horizontal geometry of these drive aisles

anticipated speeds will be well below 25 miles per hour.”

First, the developer has justified the omission of sidewalks by claiming in his narrative that BeachWa|k

travel demand will be less than 400 ADTwhich the developer asserts is the threshold over which

AASHTOwould recommend sidewalks. At the same time, the developer shows calculations that result

in estimates greater than 400 ADTfor the single-family, detached dwellings section of BeachWa|k, as

shown above. Which is it? Under or over the 400 ADTthreshold? Of course, also shown above, the

developer's calculation was wrong: the accurate estimate of BeachWa|k travel through the single-

family, detached dwellings section of BeachWa|k is 665 ADTs.

Second, Rehoboth’s Comprehensive Development Plan calls for ”walkab|e” and ”bikeable”

neighborhoods. BeachWa|k’s narrow, interior drive aisles — only 20’ wide and without sidewalks — will

not provide for safe walkable and bikeable streets. Moreover, the increase in traffic on

Terrace/BlackstoneRoads will significantly compromise the walkability and bikeability of those streets.

Third,A Policy on Geometric Design ofHighways and Streets, which the developer cites frequently,

calls for sidewalks in residential developments. It states "As a general practice, sidewalks should be

constructed along any street or highway not provided with shoulders, even though pedestrian traffic

may be light’’ (page 362). Later, the design manual recommends that "In residential areas, sidewalks

should be provided on at least one side of all local streets and are desirable on both sides of the street”

(page 402).

Fourth, notwithstanding the developer's assertions about ADTs, Rehoboth’s Comprehensive

Development Plan requires ”the use of the latest and best design standards as they apply to bicycle,

pedestrian, transit and highway facilities” (pg. 69). Engineerlohn LaP|ante and Barbara McCann

describe the latest movement among traffic engineers in their article called "Complete Streets: We

Can Get There from Here” (ITEJournal, May 2008). We quote:

"Acomplete street is a road that is designed to be safe for drivers; bicyclists; transit vehicles

and users; and pedestrians of all ages and abilities...Standards from A Policy on Geometric

Design ofHighways and Streets have been changed to reflect a multimodal approach, but many

roads continue to be built as if private motor vehicles and freight are the only users...Comp|ete

streets focuses more on road users and is about making multimodal accommodation routine so

that multimodal roads do not require extra funds or extra time to achieve. The interest is to

change the everyday practice of transportation agencies so that every mode should be part of

every stage of the design process in just about every road project—whether a minor traffic

signal rehabilitation or a major road widening.”

Fifth, the 2009 National Household Survey ( ) provides the most up-to-date data

regarding average vehicle speeds by dwelling type. For all detached, single family homes, the average

vehicle speed in miles per hour (mph) is 32. For those whose density is less than 1,000/square mile,

the average vehicle speed is 34.7 mph. This is higher than the slow, 25 mph speeds claimed by the
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developer for travel within BeachWalk. Residents and guests of BeachWa|k will not be able to bike,

walk, or push strollers safely within the development unless the developer provides sidewalks

alongside the 20 foot wide interior drive aisles.

(4) The developer failsto acknowledge the increased risk ofaccidents due to forcing all

southbound vehicles on Rt. 1 to engage in highly dangerous U-turns (at Robinson Drive) into

northbound lanes.

Moving the main entrance to Terrace Road will require nearly all residents and guests of BeachWalk to

use Terrace Road as their main entrance. Allsouthbound vehicles will, of necessity, need to engage in

highly dangerous U-turns (at Robinson Drive) into northbound lanes, increasing the risk of accidents, as

confirmed in the 1998 Court of Chancery of Delaware decision in Grotto Pizza v. Ocean Bay Martin

which Judge Chandler concludes that "Denying Grotto access to Ocean Bay Mart’s main entrance will

force southbound vehicles to engage in highly dangerous U-turns into northbound lanes, increasing the

risk of accidents.”

The July 2016 issue of Delaware Beach Lifemagazine contains an excellent article about traffic in the

Rehoboth resort area called "CAUTION:Heavy Traffic Ahead.” With regard to Rt. 1, the article states:

”There’s no question that the traffic is heavier than it was even five years ago. Statistics kept by

the Delaware Department of Transportation show that in 2015, at Rts. 1 and 1A (or Rehoboth

Avenue), the daily traffic count was 64,372 vehicles. Compare that to the average daily count at

the same intersection for 2010: 57,053. And in 2001, at the same location, the average was

22,813 — less than halfthe 2010 count andjust over a third of the 2015 count.”

While the article did not include traffic counts for the Rt. 1 signalized intersection that currently

provides access to the Bay Mart Shopping Center and to Spring Lake, it does give data for an

intersection very close by, that is, Rt. 1 at Bay Vista Road. In 2001, the average daily traffic count at

this intersection was 357, in 2015 it was 4,491—a 1258% increase! In short, the traffic along

Rehoboth’s stretch of Rt. 1 is growing dramatically.

Traffic to and from the BeachWa|k development will accelerate the problem of increasingly busy and

congested coastal traffic in Rehoboth along Rt. 1. Because of the change of the main entrance from Rt.

1 to Terrace Road, the traffic load issues will be compounded by an increase in risk of accidents as cited

by Judge Chandler in his 1998 decision against the Bay Mart Shopping Center.

Furthermore, Rehoboth Beach Fire Chief Chatham Marsch testified before the Planning Commission in

opposition to the proposed change in the location of the main entrance. In order for Rehoboth ladder

trucks (coming from Station 2 on Rt. 1) to access the Terrace Road entrance, they will need to use all

four lanes of Rt. 1 to make the U-turn at Robinson Drive. During the busy summer season, when Rt. 1

is most congested, this will be nearly impossible. On the other hand, keeping the main entrance at the

existing signalized intersection allows fire safety personnel to control that signal and thus the traffic,

eliminating the need to make a U-turn at Robinson Drive and reducing the risk of accidents with fire
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safety apparatus along Rt. 1. For the safety of BeachWa|k residents and guests, it is imperative to be

able to access the entire BeachWa|k community—not just the five townhomes-—from the signalized

intersection on Rt. 1.

These two photos were taken on a typical afternoon in August 2016. The view is looking northbound

on Rt. 1 from Robinson Drive toward the bridge over the canal. Note the southbound vehicles trying

to make a left or U—turnat Robinson Dr. in the photo on the right.

Conclusions

For the above reasons, and for the reasons stated in the paper filed September 22”“entitled Analysis o
fthe Scale and Character ofNeighborhoods Bordering Beach Walk, the Planning Commission must reject

the pending BeachWa|k site plan and require significant changes in the project in order to its achieve

purposes: (1) protect the architectural massing, composition, scale and character of the neighborhood,

of which Beachwalk will be a part; and (5): the protection of the pub|ic’s health, safety, and welfare. A
s

we have shown in the summary of data above, and as is demonstrated in more detail in the attached

exhibits, BeachWa|k's claims that vehicular traffic generated by the development will not only be

insignificant, but will drop dramatically is grossly inaccurate.

The developer consistently misuses standard trip generation estimate equations by selecting

inappropriate independent variables (inputs) and time periods, resulting in underestimates of the

amount of traffic generated by BeachWa|k. In addition, some of the equations provided by the

developer to estimate traffic are inaccurate and thus provide erroneous estimates. The developer also

states at least one critically important estimate without providing any source whatsoever. We have

shown that these low traffic estimates are inaccurate. They are also dangerous because they suggest

safe and secure streets in and around BeachWa|k, which is simply not the case.

The Planning Commission, in order to protect the character of the neighborhoods surrounding

Beachwalk and to protect the pub|ic’s health, safety, and welfare, must, at minimum, require the

developer to reduce the density of housing and thus the traffic generated, reducing the risk of

accidents and ensuring the safety of its citizens. At the very least, the Planning Commission—as part of
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the site plan review process—should retain an independent traffic engineer to provide trustworthy

traffic estimates that use the proper inputs — those that accurately reflect the nature of the

development as well as the seasonal nature of traffic in a resort area. The Planning Commission simply

must have reliable data on which to base reasonable decisions about traffic volume and its consequent

impact on public safety. Similarly, the Planning Commission must request that DelDOT conduct a new

Traffic Impact Study (TIS)which is warranted because, notwithstanding the data provided by the

developer, accurate traffic estimates are well above the minimum required for a TIS.

Furthermore, the Planning Commission must require the developer to provide sidewalks throughout

the Beachwalk property. Conflicting data provided by the developer undermine his own claims that

sidewalks are not recommended by AASHTO.Sidewalksshould be provided because, regardless of the

traffic estimate used, all of them are greater than the minimum set by AASHTOfor streets without

sidewalks. Also, national averages for speeds in residential communities are higher than those

suggested by the developer. A residential development of this scale without sidewalks is not only

unsafe, but is also inconsistent with the most current traffic safety guidelines. Simply stated, the

project must be required to conform to Rehoboth Beach requirements for the width of public streets

(50 feet for minor streets). If the Planning Commission fails to impose this latter requirement on this

massive, dense development, it will risk potential tragedies, and lawsuits against the City inevitably will

follow when emergency services are called upon to assist BeachWalk residents who may be

unreachable because of narrow and packed interior drives.

Finally, the main entrance to Beachwalk must remain where it is today, at the existing signalized Rt. 1

intersection that it shares with Spring Lake. It has been known since (at least) 1998 that requiring a U-

turn at Robinson Drive increases the risk of accidents. With the ever increasing traffic loads along Rt. 1
,

the risk of vehicular and pedestrian accidents is also growing and will be compounded by fire safety

apparatus that must (attempt to) traverse all four lanes of traffic to make the U—turnat Robinson Drive

in order to access BeachWa|k dwellings via Terrace Road. Not only would travelers along Rt. 1 be at

additional risk, but also Beachwalk residents and guests who will have to wait longer for the arrival of

fire safety apparatus and personnel.

If BeachWa|k’s 20 foot wide interior drive aisles are allowed to remain, if its main entrance is allowed

to be moved to Terrace Road forcing U—turnsat Robinson Drive, if BeachWa|k is allowed to avoid the

installation of sidewalks, and if the density of dwellings (and thus the generation of significant amount

of traffic) is permitted, there may be traffic consequences for travelers—in cars, on foot, by bicycle-in

and around BeachWa|k, consequences that may open up liabilities for the City of Rehoboth Beach,

ones that can easily be avoided by fulfilling the Planning Commission's mandate to protect the pub|ic’s

health, safety, and general welfare.

We greatly appreciate the time and attention the Planning Commission is giving to the BeachWa|k site

review plan and are especially grateful for the time and attention we know you willgive to the analysis

and data we provide herein. Ifyou have questions about any of the data presented or would like us to

submit further analysis, we stand ready to assist you.






